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ANGRY MOVIE GUY  is an off-beat film indust�� romantic 
comedy novel  with an ex�berant cast of characters. 

It  flawlessly  blends  witty  dialogue,  inadequacy,  self-hatred 
and  a  comfortable  familiarity with types  that we  somewhat 
already know.

Angry Movie Guys  is about Charlie Zimmerman,  an awkward 
film reviewer  who  chooses  to  become  a  sensational  verbally  
incontinent   film   critic   known   as  the   "Angry Movie Guy"  
to  achieve  fame  and  success.  When  his  biting  review  and 
explosive  T.V.  fit  threatens  to destroy the career of Alexa,  an 
absent minded  fiery  independent  filmmaker  whom  Charlie  
has  fallen   in  love  with he must re-examine his personal  life  
and  career. This  event  serves  as  a catalyst for his Grinch-like 
personal redemption. More in touch  with  his  feelings, Charlie  
relentlessly  pursues  Alexa  like a love-struck fool while Harry, 
the  lewd producer  of his show unrelentingly plots against the 
budding romance  using the “bad- publicity" model as his tool  
to  keep them  apart. Charlie  won’t give up without a fight! In 
the end,  he is  able to  move beyond his  egocentric personality 
and win the heart of Alexa. 
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